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Jumper cables near me oreillys

Local car parts store O'Reilly has #3218. Previously, Kragen Auto Parts was #1775. In the hospitality area for motorcyclists, they don't have a bike rack. But we should. What if your car breaks and your only hope is that you'll get parts to fix it by riding your bike to the store? Kragen bought O'Reilly Auto Parts. The stores were renamed O'Reilly in the summer of 2011. Nasdaq Stock
Symbol: ORLY (YA RLY). O'Reilly continued his practice of having regular retail and commercial accounts. Sometimes by selling, a purchase as a regular buyer can cost less than a commercial buyer. Another auto parts store in Davis, Napa Auto Parts, also has regular retail and commercial bills. While Napa prides it on having better quality parts (generally for a higher price) this at
least doesn't always hold true about quality differences. For people who change their oil and filter O'Reilly accept used motor oil that is not contaminated with water. They do not accept the oil filters used. Maybe Jiffy Lube will see them. Less than one block away are at 1625 Research Park Drive. There are other auto parts stores, mostly in Woodland, as well as in other
surrounding communities of Winters, Dixon and West Sacramento. See also: I like how automatic pages barely exist and have minimal content, and bike-related pages are long, detailed and numerous. -SteveDavison &lt;== he likes it until he needs a ride out of town ;-) He probably stays in Davis like the rest of davisiti. Living in your own little world... Davis is small? Da. Automatic
sites have problems — Bike fanatics? I went to this place yesterday to get a new battery and people were really, really helpful. I kind of lost my car, so I appreciated it. They were trying to recharge me with a battery I couldn't afford. I almost bought it out of a coma. The guy who sold me the battery told me he could beat the price of any native by 5%, so anyone planning to come by
has that in mind. - SS 2007-04-16 14:35:45 I went there on Saturday when it rained because my wireless windshield fell off, even though it was almost new. The guy who helped me replaced it for free because he said it was broken. Thanks! -MyaBrn 2007-05-24 16:02:12 I needed a brake amplifier for my car and when I called, they told me they beat other people's prices by 5%. I
told them the lower price I found, and the lady gave me a 5% discount on my lower price. I was very pleased to have a cheaper price in Davis and I don't have to drive to Woodland. The last time I went there, I went there to get a new light bulb for one of the headlights and decided to help myself because all the other employees were busy with other customers. But when I tried to
install it, the car wouldn't suit me. I took him there and told them he was. Fit. And the guy set me up completely, for free! Turns out I tried to put it in a hi-beam instead of a lo-beam. I felt so stupid. But they're so kind and kind! This place is great. My alternator died, and with the last juice from the battery I had left, my boyfriend and I drove here for a new one. They tested him to
confirm that the alternator was the one who was causing me trouble. They have an extensive suite of tools available to customers for use, so we spent about an hour there when we changed the alternator. They even helped a little when we had to use some fancy high-powered tool to remove some of the turtleneules or something. Excellent customer service, great prices
(compared to NAPA online before I went.) —EvoDiva 2007-11-02 22:09:57 Just last week I was there and helped a friend with a battery problem. The staff were, as always, professional and at the same time fun. They tested the battery, gave us advice, and took us out of the store in record time. Although they recommended a higher price of a longer warranty battery, we did not
feel pressure to buy it and chose a slightly cheaper one. Shopping in this store has always been a great experience for me. I ended up going to Kragen- Every time I went there, I got a sub-par service with unknown people working there- Napa is much better. My last experience was trying to test my alternator. The first time I went no one knew how to make a machine, the next
time I went, they couldn't find my alternator in the computer and therefore couldn't test it. I drive the Corolla, and they didn't find it in the computer. Toyota made more than 30 million of these and was not in their system. Scott Stanley 2008-02-15 17:22:38 Super people. They offered me a 10% discount on the call to see if I had a battery in stock. The person there was nice enough
to remove my old battery and install a new one and I didn't have to do anything! I recommend them to the rude people in Napa. I don't know who helped everyone else, but I've had a terrible experience with the staff. Nika was rude and completely incompetent. Stay away from her if you need anything other than someone to question you. Kragen needs more employees than
Morgan. She's been very helpful with my customers. -burglary 2009-02-12 16:11:06 Nika, he knows what he's spying on. I don't know what the nmspotswood problem is. —khangdefoo 2009-08-19 16:40:28 I highly recommend this site if you are looking for a great service. This Asian guy and the Hispanic guy who says it's helped a lot. MikeHubby 2009-09-08 16:36:57 All
employees there are extremely helpful. I'd say that is one of the best customer service in Davis as a whole. -IdealParadigm 2009-11-30 16:52:19 They have a policy that you can't order a piece over the phone that really sucks if your car is inoperable and you're 5 miles (one away) from their store. I need an hour to get there and back to order this part, and I have to go on a round
trip to pick it up. Mo. —DanaMace 2010-01-29 16:54:08 I did the same as above shawtee (except I told the staff that I thought my fuse wasn't working), and the maintenance staff came out and threw the bulb in, without problems — and free, too. The light bulb cost me $12 and I didn't have to pay anything in service like I initially wanted. I'm very, very happy to stop by Kragen's.
JoeyChen 2010-07-31 11:45:17 I was kind of disappointed because at 8:02 I showed up in Kragen with my dead car battery in my hand (literally), and apparently closed at 8:02 a.m. I understand that the posted hours are posted hours, but on the same token I made eye contact with an employee, showed him the battery, and basically softened me. Kind of a bad customer service,
there was no one else in the parking lot, they could have left me in very quickly to buy a battery. I'm going to take the money from Costco and pick up the battery. James Krause 2011-03-09 03:22:54 Every employee who works in this Kragen knows what he's doing. It's the way employees carry this knowledge that this place is special though. Going into a car parts store can be
daunting if you're self-defining, but time and time again I've seen employees go up here and beyond to help their customers. They even install some parts for free! The database of auto parts they use is extensive so that large parts can be ordered on the counter at very competitive prices. The store also carries a tone of fun, from shaving blades to license plate covers and from
sun shades to tire dressing. The watches here are also excellent, and the cleaning and ups and ups and backing products they sell are of high quality. IanBurau 2011-04-27 09:36:25 one day I went randomly in and asked if one of the guys could fix my belt (he was knocked over and wouldn't pull himself off) and he did! The staff was very friendly and helpful. —imronhajiahmad
2012-01-05 12:58:12 For people who change their oil and filter, it should be noted that if the bin of oil filters in Kragen (O'Reilly) is full, that Jiffy Lube is not one block away (1625 Research Park Drive) will probably take and recycle your used filter. DavidBarnum 2012-07-03 08:35:16 Super service. One morning, I was in a hurry to buy cables when my battery died. Arrived about 10
minutes before they opened (they weren't aware of their hours) and the manager opened up for me, quickly retrieved the required cable and rang me out - all they were officially obliged to open the door. Great customer service!!!! BrowneyBlues 2013-10-27 11:56:48 It would be nice if, when they're looking for the part you need in their system, you'd be given the right one. I ended
up dismantling the parts on the car to get to the broken pieces to find out they sold me the wrong piece. WhyTheFace 2014-06-18 18:56:07 I'm not happy with my experience here. Brandon, the warden, changed the battery from my car. After the battery was installed, the car was incorrectly empty, the electronics would not work. Brandon told me I had a bad alternator. I've been
researching myself, and if these new cars don't get power with computers when they replace the battery the ECU gets resets. It operated a mixture of fuel, timing, and my engine didn't start and it was extremely start-up. The car learns this information over time, but it also contributes to the efficiency of cars. My car is less efficient now until the ECU finds out what it needs. Brandon
didn't even offer this as a solution, simply that my alternator was bad, without testing the alternator in any way when I had zero batteries or electrical issues. We simply replaced this battery because we were doing maintenance on the vehicle. Brandon didn't replace that battery properly. This has caused me unnecessary stress and frustration. —NikolaiHansen – NikolajHansen
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